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CHILI PEPPERS Duke Pearson B:5B 

ON CHILDREN Jack Wilson m 
MEAT WAVE Stanley Turrentine W4 

DEM TAMBOURINES DonWilkerson 5:30 

THE SIDEWINDER Lee Morgan 10:14 

CANTALOUPE ISLAND Herbie Hancock 5:30 

PING PONG Art Blakey 7:00 

TRUE BLUE Tina Brooks 4:53 

JEANNINE Donald Byrd 12:51 

8/4 BEAT Bobby Hutcherson 0:57 

TDM THUMB Wayne Shorter 5:10 
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BLUE NOTE^ 

blue 'n' groovy 
BLUE NOTE CONNECTS 

WITH THE GOOD VIBES 

Whether it was in Mod London of the early 60s or in the style-conscious 

80s, Blue Note has always meant more than 'The Finest In Jazz Since 

1939." It is the epitome of a hard-edged New York cool, an attitude. 

Sure 43 West 6?^ Street rarely made a dud album, and yes it was the home of 

jazz's finest, but those guys all recorded elsewhere. Blue Note was a style. 

Housed in one of Reid Miles's masterpieces, the music had a crisp, distinctive 

feel to it. It was the wash of cymbals, the stab of horns and the crystal piano. 

You just know that Shorter was wearing cashmere and wool slim-fit trousers 

with razor creases, and that Bass Weejuns were obligatory. This stuff could 

have been designed with fashion-conscious London in mind. 

That it wasn't didn't deter the U.K. As the late 70s turned Into the early 80s, clubs 

started appearing that would drop this stuff into the mix. The Horseshoe and the 

Electric Ballroom in London and others around the country. This hedonistic orgy 

of good music cametogether at the Wag's jazz room between 1984 and 1988, as 

a succession of DJ'sfrom Paul MurphythroughTake 5to Gilles Peterson proved 

that this music was made for dancing. There was and always has been a prob¬ 

lem; this stuff was rare, so here we have, together for the first time. Blue Note's 

finest dancefloor moments. 

Compiled by Dean Rudland (Acid Jazz Records) 



DUKE PEARSON Chili Peppers 
(Pearson) ® 1967 from The Right Stuff (BSJ 84267) 

Recorded in NYC, September 13,1967 

Freddie Hubbard trumpet, Garnett Brown trombone, James Spaulding alto, Jerry Dodgion alto, flute, 

Stanley Turrentine tenor, Duke Pearson piano, arranger 

Blink your eyes ever so quickly and you will miss the acknowledgements paid to Duke Pearson. This may have 

been fair if Duke had only his excellent, but hardly distinctive piano playing to dazzle us. This was not the case. 

Throughout the sixties, Pearson was Blue Note's A&R man and beyond this he was one of the finest arrangers 

of the period. Chili Peppers \s seven minutes of carefully arranged excitement as the solo and ensemble play¬ 

ing of this monster horn section mingle engagingly with a rock steady rhythm. 

JACK WILSON On Children 
(Wilson) © 1967 from Easterly Winds (BST 84270) 

Recorded in NYC, September 22,1967 

Lee Morgan trumpet, Garnett Brown trombone, Jackie McLean alto. Jack Wilson piano. Bob Cranshaw bass, 

Billy Higgins drums 

East Coast man heads out West and is then signed by the East's finest jazz label. Blue Note picked up on Jack 

Wilson after being impressed by his work on various West Coast recording sessions. These mainly centered 

around Gerald Wilson's dynamic big band, and a solo session for GNP-Crescendo joined by a young Roy 

Ayers. On Children is a vibrant piece of music lifted by the heavyweight horns of Morgan, McLean and Brown, 

to which dance floors have been known to positively sway! 

STANLEY TURRENTINE iealwave 
(Johnson) © 1967 from Easy Walker (BST 84268) 

Recorded in NYC, August 8,1966 

Stanley Turrentine tenor, McCoy Tyner piano. Bob Cranshaw bass, Mickey Roker drums 

Play this and chins will hit the floor - if they can find the room! A classic quartet workout as Stanley swings 

above the tightest of rhythm sections. While Bob and Mickey get down it is McCoy's little runs that just take 

this record higher. 

DON WILKERSONDem Tambourines 
(Wilkerson) © 1962 from Preach Brother(BSJ 84107) 

Recorded in NYC, June 18,1962 

Don Wilkerson tenor, Grant Green guitar, Sonny Clark piano. Butch Warren bass, Billy Higgins drums 

The album and the song title, the playing and the atmosphere, all reek of the church. Sanctified soul from one 

of a host of preaching tenors who shifted easily between the worlds of jazz and R&B. Don's apprenticeship 

was spent with Ray Charles, blowing that solo on Hallelujah I Love Her So. After that it was a flirtation with 

jazz that saw an album for Riverside, The Texas Twister, and three for Blue Note, of which Preach Brother 

was the first. After that, pianos were swapped with tenors as the jukebox-friendly instrument, and the likes of 

Don slipped out of sight. 

LEE MDRGAN The Sidewinder 
(Morgan) © 1963 from The Sidewinder (BST 84157) 

Recorded in NYC, December 21,1963 

Lee Morgan trumpet, Joe Henderson tenor, Barry Harris piano. Bob Cranshaw bass, Billy Higgins drums 

The big daddy of dancefloor jazz in the U.K. Massively popular at the time of release, this groove signified a 

new era at Blue Note. As The Sidewinder h\t big, the label's straight ahead players were cleared to play the 

soul jazz shuffle. Morgan attempted to fall into this formula (check The Rumprollet) but wasn't the sort, and 

therefore continued to flourish and expand his playing until he was gunned down in 1972. 

It was this tune that was picked up by Chris Hill at the legendary Goldmine on Canvey Island. Fitting it in along¬ 

side disco, philly and jazz-funk, a whole new form of clubbing was formed. Without it this album would not exist. 

HERBIE HANCDCKCanyoupe Island 
(Hancock) © 1963 from Empyrean Isles (BST 84175) 

Recorded in NYC, June 17,1964 

Freddie Hubbard cornet, flugelhorn, Herbie Hancock piano, Ron Carter bass, Anthony Williams drums 

Herbie is one ofthetruly legendary figures of black music over the last three decades. From writing pop tunes 

for the toughest quartets to breaking MTV's blockade on black music, Herbie has always been close to the 

center of it all. Cantaloupe Island \s clearly a follow up to the fingerpoppin' hits Watermelon Man and Blind 

Man, Blind Man. 



ART BLAKEY AND THE JAZZ MESSENGERS Ping Pong 
(Shorter) © 1970 from Roots and Herbs (BST 84347) 

Recorded in NYC, December 18,1961 

Lee Morgan trumpet, Wayne Shorter tenor, Bobby Timmons piano, Jymie Merritt bass. Art Blakey drums 

This five piece is arguably Blakey's finest line-up. It also recorded prolifically, so prolifically, in fact, that Blue 

Note couldn't release it all. Roots and Herbs \Nas released in 1970, nine years after it was recorded and by 

which time Ping Pong had become a standard in the Blakey songbook. This is, however, fresh, as Shorter and 

Morgan play it out over the most pulsating of Blakey's rhythms. 

TINA BROOKS True Blue 
(Brooks) © 1960 from True Blue (BST 84041) 

Recorded in NYC, June 25,1960 

Freddie Hubbard trumpet, Tina Brooks tenor, Duke Jordan piano, Sam Jones bass. Art Taylor drums 

How unlucky! Stylistic stablemate of Hank Mobley, Brook's poignant tenor style was, like Hank's, somewhat 

out of synch with the prevalent early-sixties style. Unlike our man Mobley, Tina didn't get the breaks. Yeah sure 

a few sessions for Blue Note with Jimmy Smith, Kenny Burrell and Freddie Hubbard, but to no avail. Returning 

Brooks's favor, Hubbard appeared on True 5/ue only six days after Tina had horned it up on Freddie's Blue Note 

debut Open Sesame. The result was beautiful music. Unfortunately for Tina that was it. Obscurity beckoned 

right along with the almost obligatory early grave. Retrospect is trying to make amends. Tina's full Blue Note 

catalog (including two unreleased albums) have all been made available in the last ten years. Only a decade 

too late for one of jazz's mystery figures. 

DONALD BYRD Jeannine 
(Pearson/Brown) © 1960 from At The Half Note Cafe, Vol. 2(BST 84061) 

Recorded in NYC, November 11,1960 

Donald Byrd trumpet. Pepper Adams baritone, Duke Pearson piano, Laymon Jackson bass. Lex Humphries drums 

What is there to be said about Donald Byrd that isn't a cliche? From fiery young turk in the 50s to fusion fore¬ 

father 20 years later. Dr. Donald is a well-documented chap. Jeannine meanwhile is a well-documented track. 

Recorded by many, vocalized by Oscar Brown, in its version by Eddie Jefferson it became a jazz dance clas¬ 

sic. Its composer, Duke Pearson, reportedly hated Brown's lyrics, and listening to the beauty of this original 

version he may have a point. 

BDBBYHUTCHERSDN 8/4 Beat 
(Hutcherson) © 1967 from Stick Up (BST 84244) 

Recorded in NYC, July 14,1966 

Joe Henderson tenor, Bobby Hutcherson vibes, McCoy Tyner piano, Herbie Lewis bass, Billy Higgins drums 

The vibes are a strange instrument that very rarely seem to make it to the cutting-edge of jazz. The famous 

names on the vibes more often fitted the context of jazz as lounge music. Milt Jackson may have cut it with 

the true bop heroes but he was just as happy Europeanizing it with the MJQ. Hutcherson was different; he 

took the instrument to the edge! 

Bobby was one of Blue Note's new wave players, making notable appearances with others of the ilk, most 

notably on Andrew Hill's Andrew, Grachan Moncur Ill's Evolution and of course Eric Dolphy's Out To Lunch. 

Hell, this man even looked the part! Check Oblique and there he is in yellow roll neck, Lee Rider denim jacket 

and funky short afro. But Bobby could groove too, just check John Patton's Let 'Em Roll or this swinging groove 

from 1967's Stick Up album. Mmm.... 

WAYNE SHDRTER Tom Thoinli 
(Shorter) © 1969 from Schizophrenia (BST 84297) 

Recorded in NYC, March 10,1967 

Curtis Fuller trombone, James Spaulding alto, flute, Wayne Shorter tenor, Herbie Hancock piano, 

Joe Chambers drums 

"When the going gets weird, the weird turn pro," and as the peace-and-love sixties turned into the cataclysmic sev¬ 

enties Wayne Shorter got very weird...very! Albums such as Super Nova, Odyssey of Iska and Molto Grosso Feio 

confused an audience who saw Wayne as an uncompromising but accessible player. He emerged on the other side 

of this as a fusion superstar in Weather Report. But before heading in this direction he left us with one parting shot 

from his roots with Schizophrenia, an album that shows us a man in conflict with himself. Tom Thumb is a 

Blakeyesque masterpiece while other cuts on the album head to the stars. However, the presence of James 

Spaulding on alto and flute means we see more of Wayne's tenor than we were to see for years. 

Dean Rudland (Acid Jazz), Original liner notes 
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